
Date: 2019/06/21 

To: Chair and Members of Budget Committee 

From: Geoff Wright, P. Eng., MBA, Commissioner of 
Transportation and Works 

Originator’s files: 

Meeting date: 
2019/06/26 

Subject 
Winter Maintenance Service Level Improvements 

Recommendation 
1. That Budget Committee provide direction on increased winter maintenance service level

changes for the 2019/2020 winter season, effective November 1, 2019, as outlined in the

report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works dated June 21, 2019  related

to:

a) pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks; and

b) winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway.

2. That should Budget Committee approve increased winter maintenance service levels for

pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks, that:

a) the gross budget for cost centre Bus Stop Clearing and Sanding (#24270) be

increased by $900,000, funded from the Winter Maintenance Reserve (#30120),

with a net budget impact of $0 for 2019;

b) this service level improvement be incorporated into the Transportation and Works

Department 2020 Business Plan and Budget;

c) the Purchasing Agent be authorized to increase the existing contracts for Winter

Maintenance (issued pursuant to Procurement No. FA.49.324-14); and,

d) that all necessary by-laws be enacted.

3. That should Budget Committee approve increased winter maintenance service levels for

winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway, that:

a) the gross budget for cost centre Bus Stop Clearing and Sanding (#24230) be

increased by $2,100,000, funded from the Winter Maintenance Reserve

(#30120), with a net budget impact of $0 for 2019;

b) this service level improvement be incorporated in the Transportation and Works

Department 2020 Business Plan and Budget;

c) the Purchasing Agent be authorized to increase the existing contracts for Winter

Maintenance (issued pursuant to Procurement No. FA.49.324-14);
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d) that staff report back to General Committee in September 2019 with additional

capital cost information related to increased snow storage requirements; and,

e) that all necessary by-laws be enacted.

4. That staff report back to General Committee on the results of the procurement for the

new Winter Maintenance contract, including recommendations regarding winter

maintenance service levels over the duration of the new contract, as outlined in the

report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated June 21, 2019 and

entitled “Winter Maintenance Service Level Improvements”.

Report Highlights 
· Staff were requested to provide further information on service level increases to the

following winter maintenance items:

- pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks; 

- clearing of secondary sidewalks;  

- winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway; and,  

- clearing of windrows on secondary roads. 

· The City’s existing Winter Maintenance Contract has completed the fifth of seven years

and expires in April of 2021.  Staff have commenced work on the new contract.  The new

contract is targeted to be awarded in the summer of 2020 and would commence in the fall

of 2021 for the 2021/2022 winter season.

· Increased service levels to improve winter maintenance for pedestrian accessibility at bus

stops and on priority sidewalks can be implemented for November 1, 2019, subject to the

necessary operating funding being approved.  The operating cost increase for this service

level improvement is $2.2M annually.  In 2019 the operating cost would be $0.9M funded

from the Winter Maintenance Reserve with a net budget impact of $0 for 2019.

· Increased service levels for enhanced winter maintenance on bike lanes in the roadway

can be implemented for November 1, 2019, subject to the necessary operating funding

being approved.  The operating cost increase for this service level improvement is $5.2M

annually.  In 2019 the operating cost would be $2.1M funded from the Winter Maintenance

Reserve with a net budget impact of $0 for 2019.  Additional snow storage space is

required and staff will report back in September 2019 with additional capital cost

information to provide this additional capacity.

· Based on further assessment, it is not feasible to implement new winter maintenance

service levels on secondary sidewalks and clearing of windrows on secondary roads for

November 1, 2019.
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Background 
At its meeting of June 19, 2019 Council approved the following recommendations: 

“GC-0359-2019 

That the deputation by Mickey Frost, Director, Works Operations and Maintenance, on 

Revisions to Minimum Maintenance Standards for Highways and Winter Maintenance 

Pressures be received. 

GC-0361-2019 

That the report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated May 27, 

2019 and entitled “Revisions to Minimum Maintenance Standards for Highways (Ontario 

Regulation 239/02)”, be received for information. 

GC-0362-2019 

That the report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated May 29, 

2019 and entitled “Winter Maintenance Pressures” be received and referred to staff to 

report back to Budget Committee on: 

a) Secondary Sidewalk Program

b) Enhanced Bus Stop and Sidewalk Program

c) City-Wide Windrow Program

d) Priority bike routes”

The purpose of this report is to respond to GC-0362-2019.  Attached to this report as 

Appendices 1 and 2, respectively, are copies of the reports from the Commissioner of 

Transportation and Works entitled “Revisions to Minimum Maintenance Standards for Highways 

(Ontario Regulation 239/02)” and “Winter Maintenance Pressures”. 

Comments 
This report provides further information on increasing the following winter maintenance service 

levels in terms of operating and capital costs, feasibility to implement in advance of the expiry of 

the City’s existing Winter Maintenance Contract and next steps: 

· Pedestrian Accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks

· Winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway

· Winter Maintenance of secondary (residential sidewalks)

· Clearing of windrows on secondary (residential) roads

The City’s existing Winter Maintenance Contract has completed the fifth of seven years and 

expires in April of 2021.  Staff have commenced work on the terms of reference for the new 

contract.  The new contract is targeted to be awarded in the summer of 2020 and would 

commence in the fall of 2021 for the 2021/2022 winter season. 
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Pedestrian Accessibility at Bus Stops and on Priority Sidewalks: 

Existing service levels have bus stops and sidewalks on priority roads cleared after winter 

maintenance activities on priority roads.  All bus stops are located on priority roads. 

This service level increase would provide for winter maintenance activities on bus stops and 

sidewalks on priority roads earlier and in concert with priority roads.  This would enhance 

access for transit and sidewalk use. 

The operating cost increase for this service level increase is $2.2M annually.  In 2019, the 

operating cost would be $0.9M funded from the Winter Maintenance Reserve with a net budget 

impact of $0 for 2019. 

The additional funding for this service level enhancement is for increased use of existing city 

staff and contractor resources, as well as material (salt, pretreated salt and brine), to perform 

additional passes during a winter event to clear bus stops and priority sidewalks quicker.  No 

additional equipment or snow storage capacity is required to implement this service 

improvement.   

Winter Maintenance of Bike Lanes on the Roadway: 

Bike lanes are salted and cleared of snow and ice as part of winter maintenance activities on 

priority roads.  However, snow and ice tends to re-accumulate in bike lanes as a result of a lack 

of available snow storage space and freeze/thaw cycles. Enhanced service levels can be 

provided with snow removal from bike lanes. 

The operating cost increase for this service level increase is $5.2M annually.  In 2019 the 

operating cost would be $2.1M funded from the Winter Maintenance Reserve with a net budget 

impact of $0 for 2019. 

This service can be provided using existing city and contractor equipment for snow removal.  

The additional cost is for increased use of existing city staff and contractor resources to perform 

this additional work.  However, additional snow storage space is required.  

There are four snow storage facilities located in the City of Mississauga: West Credit Avenue, 

Mississauga Valley Community Centre, Dunton Athletic Fields parking lots and Clarkson yard. 

Snow removal is performed when snow can no longer be stored on walkways, at curbside, in 

Business Improvement Areas, on bridge decks and at major intersections.  

Should Budget Committee provide direction to implement this service level increase for 

November 1, 2019, staff will report to General Committee in September 2019 on where 

additional snow storage space will be provided and capital cost implications.   

Winter Maintenance of Secondary Sidewalks: 
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The City of Mississauga does not perform winter maintenance on secondary sidewalks.  

Secondary sidewalks account for 700 kilometers (approximately 400 miles) of the City’s existing 

sidewalk network of 2,400 kilometers (approximately 1,500 miles). 

In order to add the remaining 700 kilometers (approximately 400 miles) of sidewalks into the 

winter maintenance program, an additional 92 pieces of equipment would be required.  Since 

the General Committee meeting of June 12, 2019, staff have consulted with the existing winter 

maintenance contractors and have confirmed that they cannot source and supply the required 

equipment for a November 1, 2019 implementation date.  Further, the contractors have 

indicated that even if the required equipment could be sourced, it is not financially viable for 

them to acquire equipment and use it for the remaining two years of the existing Winter 

Maintenance Contract.   

Issuing a new request for tender (RFT) for the winter maintenance of secondary sidewalks now, 

in advance of the expiry of the current winter maintenance contract, is not recommended as 

staff anticipate price escalation when not part of a larger RFT for winter maintenance and for a 

shorter term. Further, this is a complex procurement that could not be successfully completed 

by staff for a November 1, 2019 service implementation date. 

Temporary land costs for a location to store the additional equipment would be required until 

additional yard capacity is available.  A 0.81 hectare (approximately two acres) site is estimated 

with a potential acquisition cost of $2.8M if purchased (or $250K annually if leased). 

Staff from Works Operations and Maintenance have partnered with staff from Realty Services, 

and Parks, Forestry and Environment to source appropriate additional space for vehicle and 

equipment storage.  Realty Services staff have confirmed that the process for the City to lease 

or purchase property takes approximately 12 to 24 months.  This timeline does not align with 

implementing a November 1, 2019 start date for secondary sidewalk snow clearing.  Staff are 

working to determine if equipment storage for secondary sidewalk snow clearing can be 

accommodated on existing City-owned property.  This review is ongoing.  Any potential site may 

also need to be lighted, fenced and paved at an estimated capital cost of $500K. 

This service level increase also requires additional staffing (one assistant supervisor in each of 

the four yards to manage service delivery and inspection of the operations, as well as to 

address higher service request volumes). 

The increased annual operating cost to provide secondary sidewalk snow clearing is 

approximately $2.7M annually.  Given the above information, staff recommend that the new 

winter maintenance contract include provisional items for winter maintenance on secondary 

sidewalks.  In the meantime, staff will continue to source appropriate space should this service 

be provided in the future. 

Clearing of Windrows on Secondary Roads: 
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Since the General Committee meeting of June 12, 2019, staff have further consulted with our 

municipal counterparts at the cities of Toronto and Vaughan to discuss the type of vehicles and 

equipment utilized for residential windrow clearing.  Staff have confirmed that the specialized 

equipment required for windrow clearing is not provided by any of the contractors in the current 

winter maintenance contract.  As a result, staff are required to issue a RFT to provide this 

service.  Given the complexity of this new RFT, as well as the complexity of planning this 

service, it is not feasible to meet a November 1, 2019 implementation date.   

Temporary land costs for a location to store the new equipment would be required until 

additional yard capacity is available.  A 0.81 hectare (approximately two acres) site is estimated 

with a potential acquisition cost of $2.8M if purchased (or $250K annually if leased).  The 

temporary land may also need to be lighted, fenced and paved at an estimated capital cost of 

$0.5M.   

This service level increase also requires additional staffing (one assistant supervisor in each of 

the four yards to manage service delivery and inspection of the operations, as well as to 

address higher service request volume due to expansion). 

Further, windrows on all of the driveways on secondary roads would not be feasible to clear, 

given the close proximity of some of the driveways to each other on secondary roads and the 

lack of space to store snow between driveways on the road.  In particular, this is common for 

townhouses that front directly onto secondary roads. The inability of the City to clear windrows 

on driveways located on secondary roads that are in close proximity to each other is similar to 

the experience of other municipalities who clear windrows on secondary roads.   

The increased annual operating cost to provide windrow removal is approximately $5.6M 

annually.  Given the above information, staff recommend that the new winter maintenance 

contract include provisional items for residential windrow clearing.  In the meantime, staff will 

continue to source appropriate space should this service be provided in the future. 
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Financial Impact 
This report is requesting Budget Committee provide direction on implementing enhanced winter 

maintenance service levels starting November 1, 2019 on: 

- pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks; and, 

- winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway. 

Improved winter maintenance for pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority 

sidewalks would result in an operating cost of $2.2M annually.  In 2019, the operating cost 

would be $0.9M funded from the Winter Maintenance Reserve (#30120) with a net budget 

impact of $0 for 2019.  This Reserve has a current balance of $12.1M and a target balance of 

$7.3M and thus can accommodate a drawdown to fund the 2019 cost of this option. The 

annualized impact of this service level change ($2.2M), if approved, would be included in the 

Transportation and Works Department 2020 Business Plan and Budget.  This represents a 

pressure of 0.4% on the annual budget, or $7.40 on the average annual residential property 

assessed at $645,000. 

Improved winter maintenance on bike lanes on the roadway would result in an operating 

cost of $5.2M annually.  In 2019, the operating cost would be $2.1M funded from the Winter 

Maintenance Reserve (#30120) with a net budget impact of $0 for 2019.  This Reserve has a 

current balance of $12.1M and a target balance of $7.3M and thus can accommodate a 

drawdown to fund the 2019 cost of this option. The annualized impact of this service level 

change ($5.2M), if approved, would be included in the Transportation and Works Department 

2020 Business Plan and Budget.  This represents a pressure of 1.0% on the annual budget, or 

$18.50 on the average annual residential property assessed at $645,000.  As described in the 

Comments section, additional snow storage space is required and staff will report to General 

Committee in September 2019 on where additional snow storage space will be provided and 

capital costs implications.   

The other two options (secondary sidewalks and windrow removal) are not feasible for a 

November 1, 2019 start and are recommended to be included in the new winter maintenance 

contract as provisional items for a potential November 1, 2021 start. 

Improved winter maintenance for secondary sidewalks has an estimated annualized 

operating cost of $2.7M with four additional FTE’s required.  This represents a pressure of 0.5% 

on the annual budget or $9.25 on a similar average residential property.  Temporary land costs 

would also be required until additional yard capacity is available and would be requested 

through the tax-capital Reserve Fund. 

Improved winter maintenance for clearing windrows on secondary roads has an estimated 

annualized operating cost of $5.6M with four additional FTE’s required.  This represents a 

pressure of 1.1% on the annual budget or $20.35 on a similar average residential property.  

Temporary land costs would also be required until additional yard capacity is available and 

would be requested through the tax-capital Reserve Fund. 
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The Winter Maintenance Reserve has a target of 33 per cent of the last five-year average of 

winter maintenance expenditures.  The target is $7.3M compared to the actual balance of 

$12.1M.  The budget is established based upon an average winter utilizing contract rates in 

effect for that season.  As can be seen in Appendix 3, the reserve fund has not been used in the 

past five years as the Winter Maintenance program has achieved surpluses ranging from 

$302,514 in 2016 to $3.3M in 2015.  2019 year-to-date saw significant winter weather events, 

which is resulting in a potential year-to-date deficit of $1.4M. The excess in the reserve, with 

Council approval, could also be used to provide for other significant weather events such as 

flooding and windstorms.  

Conclusion 
This report to Budget Committee is in response to General Committee’s direction to staff to 
provide further information on service level increases for the following winter maintenance 
items:  

· pedestrian accessibility at bus stops and on priority sidewalks;

· winter maintenance of bike lanes on the roadway;

· winter maintenance of secondary sidewalks; and,

· clearing of windrows on secondary roads.

Enhanced winter maintenance service levels to improve pedestrian accessibility at bus stops 
and on priority sidewalks, as well as enhanced winter maintenance of bike lanes on the 
roadway, can be implemented for November 1, 2019, subject to the necessary operating budget 
funding being approved.   

Additional snow storage space will be required for enhanced winter maintenance on bike lanes 
on the roadway and if Budget Committee provides direction to increase this service level, staff 
will report back to General Committee in September 2019 on where additional snow storage 
space will be provided and capital cost implications.   

It is not feasible to implement winter maintenance on secondary sidewalks and clearing of 
windrows on secondary roads for November 1, 2019.  As a result, staff recommend that the new 
winter maintenance contract include provisional items for both of these service level 
improvements for future consideration by Council. 
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Attachments 
Appendix 1:  Copy of the report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated 

May 27, 2019 entitled “Revisions to Minimum Maintenance Standards for 

Highways (Ontario Regulation 23902)” 

Appendix 2:  Copy of the report from the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated 

May 29, 2019 entitled “Winter Maintenance Pressures” 

Appendix 3:  Winter Maintenance Program Costs (2015-2019) 

Geoff Wright, P. Eng., MBA, Commissioner of Transportation and Works 

Prepared by:   Mickey Frost, HBA, CPA,CGA, MPA, Director of Works Operations and 

Maintenance 
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